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Parking fines
on the rise

TO THE RESCUE

20,000 tickets
issued each year
By Amaya Wiegert
flatly Shy) WrIter

>’n I ItK %,,itcr I Dailv Staff’
Santa Clara County and San lose State University Police Department emergency crews attend to a man who police say
suffered a seizure on campus Sunday. A UPD officer said the man was possibly homeless and was walking through campus
when he collapsed.

Campus safety is UPD’s priority
Blue phones, escort services available to assist students
By Kevin Yuen
/huh Stall If ’wet

Th, I

iiiiversity Police Department works
every year to ensure the safety of students on
cantinas.

"We don’t pick A partisular topic and run
with it; said Sgt. John Laws, police information officer and library security unit supervisor. "but there’s always skate safety. Irving to
educate students to keep po merry with them,
trying to convince the residents of the residence halls that strangers can’t walk in. .just
general crime protection service. But the
campus is extremely safe."
There are blue phones throughout campus and in each building that c an he used to
cont.’s t the p dice if necessary laws said.
"If someone is in trouble and needs assistance, they can use theni," Laws said. "It can
be used bit courtesy purposes as well, like if
s 44444 eone wants to report damage to a build-

ing, lake graffiti or a broken fire sprinkler.
The No. 1 was that students would use them
is to request escorts."
Several hundred students use the escort
service each year, which begins at 5:30 p.m..
Laws said. The service originated in the early
1980s, because there was a crime problem on
canipus At the time.
"I’ve heard about them," freshman Natalie Perez said of the night escort service,
"but I dont know where to call to get one. I
wouldn’t hesitate at all (to ask for an escort),
just as long as I knew where to call."
Laws said that not many people are
aware of the service, however the low usage of escorts may be because students feel
safer on campus or that they move in groups
More.

"When I’m walking back to Joe West by
myself, rin a little scared," said Perez, a nursing major. "rtn worried that the gates (to enter the dormitory) are going to be closed and
I’ll have to walk around on San Salvador (off

ampus) 14. )441 ult.. the building."
Perez said that she was glad that the e,
con serVise is available for Use, but thought
that the system is flawed.
"It’s very reassuring that the blue phones
are there," Perez said,Thowever I don’t think
there are enough. hes Anse there’s only a few
every so often."
Sam Ruiz, a treshman majoring in civil
engineering Anti resident if Joe West I fall,
said that residents teceive training on how
to use night escorts and blue phones seen
around c amps
"I feel pretty site on campus," Ruiz said.
"I’ve seen a couple IPI.) officers) on calm
[Ms, to I feel pretti safe. It I was in danger. I would definitely (consider using a blue
phony)."
A press release was issued earlier in the
year stressing and detailing bicycle, skate
SAFETY, page

Foreign-born instructors bring
distinct perspectives to SJSU
By Anna Molin
Daily Ste. Writer
14netgli- I,, it, ins llll thus make up
an important pirtion if the faculty at
San Jose Statellniversity, where more
than half of the strident piptilation
speaks English as a second language,
according to the SJSII catalog.
Although non-li.S.-born educ Atom partake in A range of academic
disciplines, it seems, on its face, as if
they slorninAte iti A few departments.
AlurAd Amer, A senior in the electric al engineering p, gram, said,
"Most of my teat hers have been foreign horn."
skills
ffffff minication
"’rheit
are not as good, hut they are better
teachers," lie said. "They teach
the right way to learn and their con
cepts Are leaf."
Assistant Prolessin ’Tatiana Shubin, who is Mini Iltilssia, teaches upper arid lower level mathematics and

you

Elam

"service classes." which are requirements for non -math majors, such AS
engineering and science.
She said the Amerh An method of
teaching mathematics differs from
the method used in Russia.
"The way (American) students
learn mathematics in high school is
not very efficient," she said. "The
ciirniciulurti is till, wide and not deep
enough. It is just an exposure, but
mathematics is about skills and you
cannot learn skills if you’re only exposed."
Shubin, who grew up in Russia
during the totalitarian regimes of
Nikita Khrushchev and Leonid Bre zhnev, came to the United States in
19714. She left the Soviet Union at a
time when few were allowed to leave
the country, she said.
She said the Russian authorities
had been under pressure from U.S.
legislators oi "Case ti the restrictions
on travel to Israel. People could exit
the country by train if they secured

letter of invitation from somebody
in Israel" and got A signature annoy
al from the politburo, the governing
body at the time. Shuhin saitl
Shubin said she uht,uneil A take
letter of invitation mint people a.
quired fake letters -- and Was granted
permission to leave the country after
A three-month government review.
"When I learned I was allowed to
leave, I didn’t know if I was glad or
sad. It was a one-way ticket exit," she
said. "In the interview they said, ’We
will give you your VISA in exchange
for your citizenship.’
"When I was leaving, I was abso
lutely sure that I would never see my
patents again," Shubm said.
After staying in Vienna. Italy, for
nine months, Shubin and hei three
year
daughter Were fl,,wn to 1.11,
Angeles by the Tolstoy Foundation.
an organization for the needs found
ed by Alexandra Tolstoy, the daughter

l.t. Jim Renelle, who is in charge of San
Jose State University’s parking services, said
he has seen everything in the hook when it
comes to parking citations. Some say they Mr got their permit. Others claim that they didn’t
realize the permit had to be affixed in the left
hand corner of the windshield.
"We have (students) that are using their
dead grandparent’s disabled placard," said
Renelle. who estimated that parking services
issues between 20,000 and 21,000 citations a
year. "The person’s born in 1910 and it’s somebody (a student’s age) getting out of the car."
"Unfortunately, people get pretty desperate
to park here," Renelle said.
The lieutenant said that the number of
parking citations given out has doubled since
last year. so much that parking services is considering adding more parking enforcement
staff.
"We used to issue basically between about
10 and 12 (thousand citations), and then about
two years ago or A year And a Ur Ago WC hired
more students and another full -tune person."
Renelle said. "We had just two people (monitoring parking) before."
Renelle said that last year was their first

’hint, mu Nola Ditiv ’staff
Weikang Li, a part-time computer
engineering freshman, checks the price
of the parking meter on San Fernando
Street Sunday.
year of breaking the 211.001)

INSTRUCTORS, page

ills

minims

, +talon.
When asked what the moot its
given our are fin. both Renelle and Sgt. TimVillarica agreed that the most common
inolation was Mr pe.iple parking without permits. Renelle said Akita 51) per, en! ot Hatpins
othy

are go-en for nut basing a permit
Other titan, ins in, hide parking in nit -park
ing areas. parking user time limit ind ’irking

CITATIONS.

Japanese franchise cafe
replaces popularTeahangout
By Joe Amaral
L.firdy Ste Writer

!AU all those beverage drinkers out there. A
Lomita, hangout spit near San Jose State IIntversitY has been replaced by A franchise sate
Kat’s kat has served drinks to students tor
the last two years but now has been replaced
by Quic kb Tea C Ate, a Taiwan -based
luny

ir students whii were fans of Kit’s KAI. do
nor panic. Quickly is selling the sallie drinks
Is,,! offering niiire Varlet% And ILIViirs.
Ats..rtling h. the company %Vet, site,
Quo kb is a 1,iir pirveior 4 tapioca and milk
tea beverage,

Cates, I . it, 140 Paseo de
Qpickli
is- through Fri
...can Antonio It is open \
S.Itlird.tv and
day from 7:30 all, it, 9 I
Sunday from 11 1.M t.,
i ti, e
When students walk in. iI- ,
K it Kat.
that Quickly is
h chg.-rent
’rue flange. mitt& new tables and
chaos And A new paint lob with mote livelV
colors sot I, as bright ’UMW- .in,)
kb
nom Alla has
als., ha,. A bigger menu Itk
lllll ot an Asian feel to it
David DwAtt. managei
( hut 1.1% Tea
Cate. sotl that the owner iot Isat’s kat. Iris
ilitteient and
Tseng. wanted hi tic
travel.
QUICKI

,.,zr

’Folklorico’ dance entertains, teaches
By Amaya Wiegert
II
/ hrs4

"a

lee

I

given out.

’,tall
tictitattliti I AvcIA
Seven -year-old Edith, left, and S -year-old Amber, right, follow instructions during their Mexican folkdance class at the Center for Employment Training, located at 701 Vine St. in San lose.

The onind of dance slows 1. lapping
against the wooden floor can be heard
well outside San Jose’s Atzlan Aciadems. A musk and Janie g p that
has been tea, hing Mexican .Atnerican
tolkloric slance ft un 16 MM.
the acadentv on A Mei-tin evening. four young woinen step
around in sirs les and chasse back and
totth in front of a large mirror on the
will
One of the older dancers leads the
group with loud shi nits of "I In.% dos,
fres, quoin," pertorming the moves
whale she counts Mr the group. A
voung girl rests on the ,lancet’s htp,
helpless m the rhythm of the woman
holding her
In the corner of the room, A stereo
blares upbeat music full .4 guitars and
trumpets mitinding oft to one another.
This 131exican - American "fOlklonco" type of dance and music may be familiar to some, but most people do not
ire

DANCE. page
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BRUTALLY HONEST

The ongoing saga of Spartan football continues
Spartan football kicks off this Saturday with its home
opener, and oh yes, you better believe we’re going to get
another season full of pleas, conspiracies and controversies
alike from all angles.
We need to get rid of San Jose State University football, one side says.
Spartan football is a legacy, a tradition, it’s something
that is a part of’ this school, another says.
"We have a football team?" a freshman asks.
The SJSU football dilemma has turned into a mini soap opera
every other week some news breaks or
something goes wrong.
This has happened for years.
Why reality-TV mogul Mark Burnett hasn’t given
acting President Don Kassing a phone call about the possibility of making this a part of "Must See TV" is beyond
me.
Yet amongst all the turmoil, the football players just
want to play football and Fitz Hill just wants to coach
football.
Although predicted to finish dead last in the Western Athletic Conference polls, the Spartans are geared up.
They’re hyped. They’re going to overcome all the critics.
They have something to prove.
They’re ready to do the impossible.
Week one comes. They open the season against the
preppies in Palo Alto.
But before that, let’s step back one day.
Somewhere in SJSU administration land: "Uniforms
clean: check. Shoulder pads in every locker: check. Every
player is eligible to play: ... whoops!"

The bottom line is that if the team doesn’t consistently
Six players are removed from Coach Hill’s roster, five
get asses in the seats, Spartan football will be gone and no
play on the defensive side of the ball.
The Spartans aren’t particularly known for their de- movie deal will follow.
Sure special-attraction games like Morgan
fense, and with five players crossed off the
State are going to draw a packed house, but why
depth list on defensive coordinator Keith
not have some kind of special attraction every
Burns’ clipboard, the Spartans, for a lack
home game?
of better words, get their asses kicked.
Is it funding? It doesn’t necessarily have to
Stanford 43, Spartans 3.
be expensive. Let’s get creative. Have !Crazy
Not exactly the best way to start a seaGeorge bring in a trained monkey that juggles
son of upsets and definitely not the best
to the cadence of his drum beating. (Hey, that
way to try to sell a football product to the
stupid rally monkey worked for the Angels.)
already-doubtful student body.
Go "Waterboy" style "certify’ a member
Meanwhile, the team has to shake off
of the men’s ping-pong team and put him at
this brutal loss, let its wounds heal, get
linebacker.
those players certified and get ready for
Gimmicks aside students still not comMorgan -State University.
KEN LOTICH
ing to the games? Invite more of the community.
With that all said, Saturday’s SparThere
is a huge surrounding community that is
out
game
should
sell
tans-Morgan -State
underutilized. Give them special breaks on tickets even
easily.
Spartan Stadium will be filled with people who will get a professional team like the Oakland A’s have dollar nights.
to see an awesome band and the now-added bonus of Boyz Fin sure many members of the community would love to
round up their kids for the afternoon or night and check
11 Men.
out some pretty good football at Spartan Stadium.
Oh yeah, there will be a football game too.
We can sit here, whine and speculate as to why students
"Read -2-Lead," thankfully not titled "Learn-2 -Spell,"
should follow in the footsteps of last year’s Grambling aren’t coming to games. We’re a commuter school; we’re
not a college town; blab, blab, blab.
game a capacity crowd and a "W" for the Spartans.
The truth is simple. The reason students don’t come is
It’s two things SJSU football fans don’t usually get to
because
the team and its atmosphere are alike they are
see.
This year’s slogan for the team is "Remember the Spar- both unappealing.
Students don’t want to come and see their home team
tans," which has more of a mournful tone to it, as once
lose constantly in addition to a sub -par stadium.
again there is talk of getting rid of the program.

CREEP ON CAMPUS
AIDAN CASSERLY
YEA1-1,14EIL,Af TER
A NUDE BARRIE
STUFFED IN A
ALL THOSE DORM
CUPCAKE?

Even while drunk, 9/11
doesn’t make much sense

Oft A lit I

C.50,5
OS ANY
CA ’CC

NOLO(Of

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline tiir entries is noon
three working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bente! Hall, room 209. Entries can also be e -mailed to spartandailyecasa.sjsu.edu titled "Sparta Guide."
Space restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.
For more information, call Haiti of Silicon Valley at
286-6669.

School of Art and Design
An art exhibition of student galleries will take place
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art building. For more
information call the Gallery Office at 924-4330.
AIESEC
An information session will take place in the
Guadalupe room in the Student Union from 7 p.m.
to 8 p.m. For more information, call Farid at
382-9094.
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Incorporated
Skee-Wee Week begins with A "A Family Affair" at
7 p.m. in the University room in the Student Union.
Attendees must be dressed in business attire and be
present with a significant adult.

TUESDAY
School of Art and Design
An art exhibition of student galleries will take place
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the art building. For more
information, call the Gallery Office at 924-4330.
Career Center
Representatives from Fastenal, Mad Science and UPS
will be recruiting for employment positions from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. outside of the Career Center. For
more information, call 924-6031.
Jewish Student Union
"Shofar Factory" will take place from 11 a.m. to
2 p.m. in the Paseo de Cesar Chavez barbecue pits.
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SJSpirit
"Twelve Spiritual Principles," a way of exploring
foundational spiritual principles will take place at
noon in the Ohlone room in the Student Union. For
more information, call Chaplain Roger at 605-1687.
School of Art and Design
The Tuesday night lecture series will take place from
5 p.m. to 6 p.m. in the Art building, room 133. For
more information, call Jo Hernandez at 924-4328,
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
"Faith Formation" will take place from 5:30 p.m. to
7:30 p.m. at the SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
chapel. For more information, call Father Mike
Carson at 938-1610.
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art receptions will take place from
6 p.m. to 8 p.m. in the Art building. For more
information, call 924-4330.
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Incorporated
An AIDS awareness workshop with guest speaker
Dr. Ruth Wilson will take place at 7 p.m. in the
Pacifica room in the Student Union.
Jewish Studies Program
The Israeli film series featuring "I Don’t Give A Dam"
will take place at 7 p.m. in Sweeney Hall, room 100.
For more information, call D. Mesher at 924-4440.

On this anniversary, at about the time when the first just because he tells us it was the right thing to do any,
World Trade Center building collapsed.1 got a phone call to What if we disagree? Must we swallow our conscience to..
Somehow, flag burning seemed an appropriate antidote.
fix a friend’s computer. I was still half asleep.
Groggy and annoyed, 1 said. ’Hey, happy Sept. 11."
That and I’m sure the alcohol had something to do with
It.
She said that I was sick for saying that.
She subsequently went on to explain how the new DVD
Which was the great irony of it all. Dan is a patriot. De
player she purchased for her sister had to be installed and ap- believes in America. He believes in the principles our counparently I was the person to do it.
try stands for. But he believes in his own way. I.ike me, lie
It’s sate to say we’ve actually started healunderstand, that the loyalty we hold is
to our country’, ideals, not its leaders,
ing from the events of three years ago if this
or its glorified ,vitibols. It would be our
was going to be the morning conversation of
Sept.11.
patriotic duty to burn the flag.
In the distance, we heard bark
It’s so different now than it was three years
ago, and yet, it’s almost gone back to being
ing and A woman chiding her dog
the same.
behave. We walked into a darkened,
Now people seem to have gone back to
unfinished street without any lights.
their pre-9/11 lives, with a few differences.
Accomplices to a crime, we walked
ANAPA
Driving on the freeway, I saw two people
briskly, glancing left and right to see
on an overpass, waving flags in the glowing
II’ anyone was around us. Then, As the
sunset.
flickers of the lighter lit up Daris fa, e.
,aw the flag start to burn.
"Oh yeah, it’s Sept. 11," I remarked AS I
"What’re
doing?" asked a voice
drove underneath the bridge.
lASHONG KING
out of nowhere.
On the television there were still stories on
the memorials taking place that day. but even
We looked around in the darkness,
that story seemed to be trumped by the news of Hurricane confused and shocked.
"Put it out." the voice said.
Ivan’s impending landfall. The 9/11 anniversary had indeed
Our eyes focused on a man resting his arms on the tiip
gone back to being news as usual.
I decided to celebrate the return to normalcy on this day his fence. There was no threatening tone in his s’ ice, lust A
by going to the bar with my old friend Dan.
simple declarative command.
He’s an interesting character, A political independent who
We looked at each other awkwardly, the smoldering Hag
dislikes both George W. Bush and John Kerry, worked on still in Dan’s hand.
"I said put it out," the lisa,, SAld Again.
Ralph Nader’s campaign, but wouldn’t mind voting for John
After A pause. Dan whirled the lit flag in A cirile, extin McCain. He had his own thoughts on the war and 9/11, and
guishing the small flame.
that dominated much of our conversation.
For the longest 10 seconds. we just stood there.
Four shots of vodka and a couple pitchers of beer later, we
"You best go back to where you cattle tioni," the %%Ike
were drunk, running into the suburban evening of Newark,
said finally.
my hometown in the East Bay, ready to wreak havoc.
We walked away in a hurry, wondering if anrine else had
Dan found an American flag hanging from a tree. grabbed
it, and walked around town with it trailing in his hand.
seen us.
At first we didn’t know what to make ot people who
As we headed back to Dan’s house, laughing nervously
honked their horns at us because of the flag. But soon, Dan in our drunken stupor. I asked, "What was that? Where the
was running out into the street. yelling "YEAH. USA!!" hell did that guy come from?"
with me jumping along the sidewalks like a crazed kung In
Back at the house, we sat in the garage driveway smoking.
fighter.
I thought about what the man meant, a he was A sign of
We walked down the street in mock patriotism.
Did the people driving by know we were making tint of some sort. Did he stand fig America? For Big Brother? For
them? Did they know we were tired of the obligatory patrio- 110,4-W11 patrion,m?
Never mind. Sept II seemed too complicated for explatism? Tired of a world that seemed inevitably bound toward
neo-conservative politics. Tired of Newark. tired of subur- nation.
bia, tired of everything as we ran amuck on the darkened
Did anything change with us? Hardly.
I asked him what he would do with the flag.
streets of my hometown. Tired of death, and doubletalk, and
media coverage all in our face all the time about suffering.
"I’m going to hang it up on my wall now," Dan said.
"Let’s find somewhere dark and burn this flag," he sug- holding up the tattered. burnt edge with pride.
"Hey, it’s gone through a trial by tire," I said.
gested. I agreed.
It was like being a teenager again. Doing something
In the darkness if suburbia, I glanced at the clock on my
wrong because we could. But much like being A teenager, it cell phone AS Sept. II turned to Sept. 12.
And i new day began.
was an anger at a world out of our control.
It’s Sept. 11. People died, hut must we be saddled with
this guilt forever? Especially when what many of us feel
should have been done about the terrorists were not chine.
JaShong King the former Spartan Daily photo editor
Bin Laden is still on the loose. We’re in Iraq now, despite
Tull Frame’ appear, everv other Monday
misleading reasons. And we have to support the president
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The combination of the two is lethal, and one or the
other needs an immediate revelation.
Spartan Stadium in dire need of a facelift. The sound
system doesn’t even rival those found at elementary
schools, and the benches are less comfortable than most
of the desks at SJSU.
A surge of life injected into the stadium will draw more
people to the games.
We are in the heart of Silicon Valley, and Spartan
Stadium resembles something that would be found in
Bedrock.
So please, Spartan Shops, do something with the stadium. We know how much the school loves construction,
so why not follow in its footsteps?
Football players: Keep playing your hearts out. Play
hard and go full-speed until you hear that whistle. Defy
the odds, and good luck this season.
Coach Hill: Continue to keep your players motivated.
And don’t throw so many screen passes.
Administrative people: Let’s make sure all our boys can
play. Get the paperwork done and make those phone calls.
Student body: If you haven’t gone to a football game
yet, give it a least one chance. Round up a group of friends,
grab some beer and make tim of the opposing team.
Hey, it’s all free.
Go Spartans.

Iniversity, One
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95192-0149
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Dwan said that Tseng sold the property for Kat’s
Kaf and Quickly bought the space.
Dwan added that Quickly offers the same drinks
as Kat’s Kaf, but has more variety and new drinks.
Quickly, which opened on Sept. 6, will have a
grand opening around late September or early October.
Dwan said that flyers would be on campus later to
explain in more detail about the grand opening and
about drink promotions.
Possible drink promotions may include various
buy-one, get -one -free deals.
Quickly offers Internet access for customers who
have laptops, Dwan said.
Dwan said that Quickly has a large menu with a
variety of drinks to offer.
Quickly has well over 100 drinks on its menu,
such as coffee and milk tea. It also has various choices to add to the drinks, suck as tapioca.
Dwan concluded that the No. 1 priority of
Quickly is the quality of the drink for the customer.
Students offered positive opinions about Quickly.
"I like it," said Peter Wagner. an SJSU graduate.
Wagner said that Quickly has more selections and
that he likes the atmosphere better.
it was much quieter, a little too quiet," Wagner
said in reference to Kat’s Kat:
Wagner said he plans to go every day and also noticed the prices were lower, too.
Wagner added that he only went to Kat’s Kaf
about once a week.
"Yeah. I think they have more options," said
Tenaya Ransom, an interdisciplinary studies graduate student.
"Its pretty much the same to me," Ransom said.

bison Fithian / Daily Staff
Employee Angel Lin, left, watches senior mathematics major Jacky Chiang as he tries an iced mocha at the new Quickly CafØ at Paseo de San Antonio Saturday afternoon.
"The only thing that is different is the old place had
couches."
Ransom said she was a customer at Kat’s Kaf and
noticed there were a lot a changes since Quickly took
over.
"It’s my first time trying it and I thought it was
actually really good. I never had -a drink like this before," said Jessatuyn Ramsour, an undeclared freshman. "I usually try other tea places. This one just has
a lot More Variety."

Ramsour said she would definitely come back to
Quickly in the future.
Other students had negative opinions about
Quickly.
"I like the old place," said Natalie Chavez, a sophomore majoring in biology.
Chavez said that Kat’s Kaf had couches and was a
comfortable place to be. She added that Quickly was
more modern.
Chavez also enjoyed the couches.

SAFETY I Skateboards, scooters, in-line skatesforbidden on campus
continuedfrom page I
board and other similar devices’ safety
concerns.
"For the most part, bicycling is allowed on campus in restricted areas
Monday through Fridays 7 A.M. to
10 p.m.," Laws said. "Those restricted areas are PaSeo de San Carlos,
the Seventh Street Plaza and where

INSTRUCTORS I
connnuedfrom page 1
"tie of Russia’s most celebrated authors Leo Tolstoy, Shubin said.
"When I came here. I didn’t speak
any English whatsoever, yet not once
was I told that I didn’t belong here.
And that WAS a very nice surprise,"
Shubin said.
Once in the United States, Shubin
went to graduate school at UC Santa
Barbara. where she received her PhD.
in mathematics. Then, after two years
of teaching at 11C Davis. she came to
SJ.S11 AS a lecturer in 1985 and became
an assistant professor in 1986. The rest
of her family moved to New York City
after the communist regime collapsed
in the late 1980s.
Another foreign -born educator is
professor %Orley Sababus tioni Germany. He teaches German language
and culture classes at all levels and is
also the coordinator of the German
program at SJSU.
Sabalius, who won his green card in
1992 from the green card lottery, said
he came to the United States to study
for one year, but ended up staying for
two years.
He said once he returned to Germany, "I couldn’t adjust to my hometown."
"I really like the multicultural aspect and great diversity of the United
States," he said.
Sabalius, who has traveled in 93
countries and lectured at all of the inhabitable continents, said, "The United States is the most beautiful country
in the world, because of its great geographic expanse."
Still, not everything about the
United States is as fantastic.
Sabalius said he has witnessed the
ghettoization of foreign cultures in the
"I wish it would really be
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Ninth Street would go all the %vas
through (campus). After that. they
are allowed to ride anywhere after
10 pin, and on weekends And holidays. Skateboards. sk 11 ilets And rollerblades Are never allowed on campus at any Mlle."
LAW, said that UPI) doesn’t contisc Are tO1 many skateboard, and "similar
devises" each Year.

"Although there are signs on campus, we recognize it is hard to see the
signs when you’re riding a bicycle or
skateboarding because you’re looking down at the ground," Laws said.
"When officers come in contact with
people that they see on the bicycle or
skateboard, we get their personal intiirmation and we enter that into our
computer system which documents

that we have given them a copy’ of the
rules. Now if we stop that person a second time, they could receive a traffic
citation."
Students with more questions
about laws and rules can visit the UPD
%Veb site at littp:/’www.sjsu.edu/police
under FAQ
"The campus is a very safe place,"
Laws said

wish it would really be a melting pot...’
pot, rather than how it is now wall eV
erything in its place," "’Amble. said.
Although the strident population
at SJSU is very diverse, "the students
here tend to stick n, their own ethni.
group," he said. "It is untiirnmate because the university is the place where
pc i iplc should make an Mint to Min
gle with other cultures."
Sabalius said. "There are so many
opportunities to
experience other
cultures and lifestyles in the Bay
Area, but people
don’t take advantage of it.
For eXaMple.
he said, he at tended A Viet
namese fest wal
where the program Was printed
only in Vietnamese. "It’s sad be
Cause thiwe who
don’t understand
Vietnamese don’t
get to learn ab
that culture."
Sabalius, who
has lived in eight
different countries, said he plans to
stay in the Bay Area, though he has
residency in Germany, Australia and
Argentina in case he wants to go
somewhere else.
As a foreign -born professor who
has traveled in all U.S. states. as Well
As throughout the world. Sabalius said
he brings A "global perspective" to his
classes.
"No culture has developed in isolation," he said. "We are all entangled in
the international web."
Sean Kagiyama, an
said fiireign-born profess irs "help students see that there are different cul-

lures here."
They contribute to the overall quality of education as "they bring a bunch
..1 different teaching methods." he
said.
Sabalius said the idea behind higher education is different in Europe
than in the United States.
"The German concept of higher
education is that the university is not
for everyone," Sabalius said. "In
the U.S., the idea
is that the university is fin everyone."
In Germany,
only I; percent
of the population
attends a university. Sabalius
said. As A result,
the German universities demand
more horn their
elite
students.
who must commit themselves
to inure ’rigorous studying," he
said.
According to
the American Council of Education,
about 70 percent of the 11.S. population attains some form of higher education.
Sabalius said, "Teaching and instruction at SJSU is excellent. lii many
aspects it is better than at Berkeley Or
Stanford."
Lecturer Marie Stevenson said she
thinks SJSU "is sine of the best state
universities)."
"I have experienced the ruriceisaw
as both A student and an insir,i,t,
and it really is a quality university,"
she said.
Born into a Greek builds. in .Ales-

"Teaching and
instruction at SISU
is excellent. In many
aspects it is better
than at Berkeley or
Stanford."
Romey Sabalius,
professor

ea .1= it c. rior

andria, the second largest metropolis
and main port of Egypt, Stevenson, A
lecturer in the linguistics and language
development department, earned her
bachelor’s degree in Greece and traveled as an exchange student in France
and Italy before she came to the United States in 1962.
"I came to learn about America and
see what I could do with my education," she said. Stevenson, who speaks
five languages Arabic, French, Italian, Spanish and English earned her
master’s degree in teaching English As a
second language at SJSU and another
master’s degree in counseling psycholOgy from Ball ;tate University in Indiana. This is her seventh year teaching
intermediate En4lish at SJSU.
Stevenson said U.S. education differs from Greek education, which insists on structured schooling and more
homework for high school students.
"I See a lot ot students that conic
here unprepared." she said. "Some ict
them drop out because they think it is
just like high sch,,,,I."
She said iuniirrs and seniors take
their education mire seriously because
"they do want that bachelor’s degree."
Stevenson said she never had any
problems teaching, except that she Was
"a little apprehensive at first" ailing
teaching English to other Americans
AS a foreigner with An accent.
Stevenson said, "I’m very happy to
have two cultures, hut I do consider
myself an American." She has been
citizen since the late 1960,
Shubin said, for the first decade
she felt caught in between her Russia!,
heritage and the American culture, but
not anymore.
"I still have A thick accent, and so
from the outside people might think
that
foreigner. but on the in
side, I absolutely feel like an Arneri
can," she said.

Coast to Coast search begins to reunite
daughters and their biological fathers on
national television.

know what it is.
"In many ways it follows the same
ways as German folkloric dancing,"
said Gregorio Mora-Torres, a San
Jose State University lecturer for
Mexican -American studies.
Mora-Torres Said both German
and Mexican -American folkloric dancing are a reflection of their
own history, traditions and cultures.
He said both dances predate contact
with other countries.
"Mexico has a history of at least
4,000 years of civilization of indigenous culture," Mora -Torres said. "So
what folkloric groups try to do (is to)
recapture (this culture)."
Folkloric dance and music today has a lot to do with influence
of other countries and people, said
Ileana Robles, a former director for
Los Lupenos, a nonprofit folk dance
company that has been in San Jose
for 35 years.
"The dances of Mexico are a
mixture of cultures where the music comes from Europe. Africa and
various Mexican
ethnic
and indigenous groups,
Robles said.
have
"They
mixed together and over
have
time
changed and
evolved."
Judith
Carlos, former
co-chair
of
SJSU’s FolkDance
loric
Club, said that
folkloric dancing is very traditional with
costumes that
come from every region.
"Jalisco, the costume. I, A long
dress ... almost conservat ive. Its very
colorful, laces everywhere." (.’arlo,
said. "It’s kind of like those southern
dresses because Jalisco is from the
southern parts iif Mexico. Even from
the hair and the jewelry they wear.
We have hair where we have braids
on each side of our head."
Carlos said that the hair for the
Chihuahua type of dancing on the
other hand is covered in ribbons
and has .inc long braid that goes
down the head. Chihuahua dresses
are short and below the knee. Carlos said.
"In Mexico, it depends on what
region. Two regions we’ye dime in
the club) are Jalisco and Chihuahua."
Carlos sai
The tone I if steps and Ilitisii used
in tOlklorurri dance deperd rin which
culture the dancer or group is reflecting.
"I know a lot of the dances represent the step ,it A horse, kind if
telling it like a story," said Carlos,
referring to Jalisco’s danc’e style.
-Chihuab ua is More polka type.
square-dancing style."
As for what these steps and music
represent. the themes vars.
"In all folk music. they tend to
discuss about the things most common to every man: rural lite, things
from the cinintryside. things on
the farm, in the ranch. courtship of
soung people," Robles said. "(FolkOt an
loric& tells common st,
event or thing that has happened
person."
to
everv
that has relevance
"Sometimes the types ot things
(are) basically eternal love." said
111ora-Torres, lecturer in :Mexican American studies. "Other times it is
basically one’s relation with nature.

Sometimes it deals with religious
traditions, customs that are central
to Mexico."
Robles, a dance anthropologist
and choreographer, said that there is
a lot one can learn through folkloricu
music and dance.
"(folldorico) derives from various
historic periods in Mexico," Roble,
said. "You see a potpourri of various
epics in Mexican history."
Learning folklorico dance and
music can quench many people’s
thirst for knowledge about their past
and pride in their background, Robles said.
"What happens to all immigrant
groups is the people come here from
their country and bring their food,
culture (and) language with them,"
said Robles, who has been teaching
folkloric dance and music for 32
years. "There is this whole thing of
wanting to be American and rejecting who they are. The arts in general,
and in specific music and dance, (are)
a non -threatening way to learn about
your roots," Robles said.
Mora -Torres said that ffilkloric
dancing in the
United
State,
really had its origin in the 1960’s
when
youth
wanted to connect with the
ancestral past ot
Mexico.
"People who
have very little contact with
their culture realize that they
need to get back
to their roots."
Nlora-Torres
said. "They begin to learn the
tiilkloric dance
Some he
gin to learn the
it Jalisco.
Other people gr
further and try to learn indigenous
..1.111,11 and inUsic."
Mora -Torres said there is at least
a 2c. to 30- year tradition if tiilkloris dance groups at American universine.
Carlos, who was with Folkloric,
Darr e Club tr 4 its first two years,
said f ,Iklorico was nut very common at SJSU.
"Me and my friend Melinda were
co- fOunders of the club just because
we thought. hey, this would be awesome to present it to the school and
It more people to find out about it
and to learn M.Wbe more About it,"
Carl is Said.
Juneill Reyes, secretary of the
dance dub, said that SJSU’s Mosaic Cross Cultural Center was very
helpful because It let the club born eh the morn tot practice and meetings She said that if the cultural
center has aii event going on, they’ll
ask the group to entertain fisr the
audien. e.
"We d. rperfOrmances) fur the
students on campus and stuff" Reyes
said, adding that if more people see
the group on campus. they can ask
them to pernion again.
Due group, whose first meeting is
Sept. 27, does not require previous
experience. Reyes said, and mainly
tocuses on performing tor Cinco de
!slaso and the Chicano commencement.
Perticrming folkloric music and
dance at histoncal events such as
Cinco de Mayo and Mexican Independence Day is an attempt to connect oneselt or a group’s sell with the
pact, M.,ra ’t; ores said.
"What better Way to connect historical events than with a histotical
danced" Nlora-Torres said.

"What better way
to connect historical
events than with a
historical dance?"
Gregorio
Mora-Torres,
lecturer

STARMARS CAFE
408-995-0924
80 S. First St.
San Jose. Ca 95112
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Established Ides ision producers from such shows as
America’s lip Model arc currently conducting coast -to -coast
search to reunite daughters and their biological lathers on national
television. The producers .tre providing an opportunity of a
lifetime by helping to turn people’s dreams into a reality!
They are searching for young women over I% who
have been seperatcd from their biological lathers at infancy, and
men who have been seperated from their biological daughters, to
participate in a television program about being reunited. If you
are ready to he reunited SS ith your biological father or
daughter, call f4 11,1-913-4 I )1
FM more informatii in. please visit www.reunitcontv.com.
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March for change from
Haight to Golden Gate
Photos & Stories by TomomiTsuda andJulia Weeks/Daily StaffPhotographers
LEFT:A protester is looking at the antiwar clips of newspapers at the 6th Annual 9/11 Power to the Peaceful Concert
Feeder Rally and March Saturday at
Golden Gate Park in San Francisco.
BELOW: Protesters attend the 6th Annual 9/11 Power to the Peaceful Concert
Feeder Rally and March Saturday at
Speedway Meadow in Golden Gate Park
in San Francisco.
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his Saturday I went
to the Power to the
Peaceful 9/11 commemorative march
in San Francisco. I got up at
8:30 in the morning, which is
pretty early for a college kid,
et ready and picked up
lomomi.
We drove to San Francisco and were
in the city by 10:30. When we arrived,
a bunch of protesters were already
gathered in the Haight Ashbury area.
We struggled to find a parking place,
and by the time we parked, the march
had already started. We literally got out
of the car, sprinted to catch up with the
march, and then began snapping pictures.
The whole march was so invigorating. People were chanting and singing; it really felt like the 1960s. I got
such a rush just being part of the whole
thing.
All of us were marching for a cause:
to remember those lost in 9/11, but
also to protest for change.
We, as a group, were united.
It didn’t seem like we walked very far
because we were too busy photographing; but as I look back on it, we must
have walked at least two miles to get to
Golden Gate Park.
As we approached the entrance of
the park, there were thousands of people there. Some were listening to the
speakers and the music, others were
doing their own thing.
I couldn’t believe the enormity of
the crowd. By the end of the day, it was
hard to even walk around.
I thought it was a great idea that

there were speakers because people
were able to learn something. The music was pretty cool, too.
Former Democratic candidate Dennis Kucinich gave a powerful speech
about the need for change in the White
House. I got to hear him from right in
front of the stage.
The whole day was a worthwhile experience. It’s hard to explain how good
it felt just to take action and be a part of
something.
By Julia Weeks
By Tomomi Tsuda
We started at Haight Street and
marched to the Golden Gate Park. As
an 8-year-old boy led the entire march,
there were about fifty people protesting
against the war on Speedway Meadow.
Protesters, such as a guy singing with
a guitar and a girl offering free hugs,
were honked at as a show of support by
the passing cars.
When we reached the park, it was
quite impressive that thousands of people were waiting for us and welcoming
us with cheers and applause.
Attending this event reminded me
how many lives were lost in 9/11 and
the current war in Iraq. I have my relaxed life in San Jose now, not always
being aware of what is really going on
outside the country.
The war was in Iraq, but not in our
land. It made me think, "What if I was
born in today’s Iraq and got involved in
the war?"
It was a great experience being a part
of this event. It was encouraging to see
so many people trying to face the reality
of the war.
I hope this movement will expand
and reach more people to further the
cause of world peace.
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ABOVE: Protesters react when speakers onstage ask who would like to
see President George W. Bush out of
office. The people answered "yes"
by raising their hands.

LEFT: Former Democratic presidential
candidate Dennis Kucinich gives
a speech at the 9/11 Power to the
Peaceful Concert Saturday afternoon
at Speedway Meadow in Golden Gate
Park.

FAR LEFT: Protesters march to stop
the alleged lies, crimes and war
against terrorism Saturday in San
Francisco.
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YOU CAN CLICK
BOT YOU_
CAN’T HID
ILLEGAL DOWNLOADING
Inappropriate for All Ages

7.77r

If you think you can get away with illegally swapping movies, you’re wrong.
Illegally trafficking in movies is not just a dirty little secret between you and
your computer. You leave a trail. The message is simple: if you are downloading
copyrighted movies without proper authorization, you are breaking the law. You
face serious consequences if you illegally swap movies. The only way not to get
caught is to stop.
Pursuant to the Copyright Act (17 U.S.C. Section 504(c)), statutory damages
can be as much as $30,000 per motion picture, and up to $150,000 per motion
picture if the infringement is willful.
(c, 2004 Motion Picture Association of America, Inc.
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Police shatter cafØ show

Lousy vocals
incite ’Head’
ache on album

By Anna Molin
Flogging Molly will
perform with Street Dogs
and The Briggs at 8 p.m.
on Tuesday at the Wartield
in San Francisco. Tickets
are $20 and are available
through Ticketmaster by
calling (408) 998-TIXS.
Meiji University Mandolin
Concert will take place at
7 p.m. on Friday in the Music

building Concert Hall at
San Jose State University.
Admission is free. For more
information, call (408) 924-2900.
Rock Against Bush

featuring Anti -Flag, Midtown,
The Nightwatchman, Strike
Anywhere, Epoxies and Mike
Park will take place at 7 p.m.
on Sept. 21 at The Fillmore
in San Francisco. Tickets are
$15 and available through
Ticketmaster by calling
(408) 998-TIXS.
New Yont Dolls will perform
at 8 p.m. on Oct. 3 at the
1Fillmore in San Francisco.
Tickets are 125 and are available
through Ticketmaster by calling
(408) 998-TIXS.
Performing Arts
The White Murder Case will
continue its run until Sept. 26 at
the Lucie Stern Theater in Palo
Alto. Tickets range from $18 to
129 and are available by calling
(650) 329-0891.

Daily Staff Writer
The Barefoot Colter Roasters coffeehouse was set to host three alternative rock bands Friday evening when the Santa Clara police cut
the night short Mr about 100 young adults who had come to watch
the tree show.

REVIEW
"Let’s riot," one young man shouted.
His mischievous effort failed to spark anything but further confusion within the crowd, which remained surprisingly calm, seeing as
they had formed a small mosh pit inside the coffeehouse half an hour
earlier.
Loren Groves, 18, singer for Story Told, a band which was supposed to play later that night, said the police had received complaints
that the show was "too loud."
The band’s lead guitarist Nate Cooper, 21, said, "A lot of the shows
we are on have more hard-core bands that are really loud."
The band has played at a few parties that "got broken up," but never
had to cancel a show beforehand, the group members said.
Barefoot Coffee Roasters, which will celebrate its one-year anniversary on Sept. 22, has never had any complaints made to the police
before, said a shop employee who asked to remain anonymous. The
sarne source said a shop nearby called the police because "they couldn’t
hear anything in their own store."
Andy Newborn, owner of Barefoot Coffee Roasters, said the coffeehouse puts on a
"loud, teenage-oriented show" about once per
month on a Friday.
"It is sort of an outreach to teenagers
(who) don’t have (anywhere) to go or can’t afford other places," he said.
The coffeehouse presents free live shows
that range from punk rock to jazz on Friday
and Saturday evenings, Newborn said.
"We have had some of the bands playing
here tonight before," he said.
According to the slick.org Web site,
which lists various bands and venues, five
bands :toNavigate, Story Told, Deadly
Night Shade, Light the Match and Mark B were booked to play
at Barefoot Coffee Roasters Friday night. However. Newborn said
he had only reserved three bands, but "sometimes they bring their
friends to play."

Cara Bowyer / Daily Staff
Members of the band Industry speak with an officer from the
Santa Clara Police Department Friday night at Barefoot Coffee
Roasters in Santa Clara.
"Last time I had three bands booked, but seven came to play," he
said.
This night, an unannounced punk rock/heavy metal band titled
Heavy Heavy Low Low kicked off the show around 7 p.m. with an
awfully loud, maddening composition of noise.
The lead singer bellowed some inaudible lyrics that were completely obscured by the bashing of the drums and the loud guitar

"A lot ofthe shows we
are on have more
hard-core bands that are
really loud"
Nate Cooper,
Story Told guitarist

sphere.
Barefoot Coffee Roasters, located at 5237 Stevens Creek Blvd. in
Santa Clara, is open seven days a week from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m., except
on Sundays when they open at 8 a.m.

Emotion fuels Velvet Revolver

One Hundred Years of Political
Theatre, a festival of short
plays, will continue its run
until Sept. 26 at the Eastenders
Repertory Company in
Oakland. Tickets range from
$10 to $20 and are available by
calling (510) 568-4118.
The Black Rider: The Casting of
Magical Ballets will continue
its run until Oct. 3 at the Geary
Theater in San Francisco.
Tickets range from $20 to $80
and are available by calling
(415) 749-2228.
Art
Art Car Feat will take place from
noon to 7 p.m. on Sept. 18 at
the Museum Plaza of the San
Jose Museum of Art. Admission
is free. For more information,
call (408) 271-6840.
Camay
Lewis Black will perform Sept.
16, 17 and 19 at the lmprov in
downtown San Jose. Tickets are
$23 and $27 and are available by
calling (408) 280-7475.
F.
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Members from Stone Temple Pilots, Guns N Roses and Wasted Youth came together
to form Velvet Revolver.
much all of the lyrics on the album, bringing
up many of the issues he was dealing with at
the time of making the album, such As a relationship gone bad and a subsequent divorce.
This is a very emotional -journey type of
compact disc for Weiland. lie is triad at himself, angry, frustrated, hitter, resentful. remorseful, contemplative and scared, depending on which song he is singing.
Also in the band are direr FIXITier niembers
of Guns N’ Roses: Slash on guitar, Duff McKBy Amaya Wiegert
agan on bass guitar and Matt Sonnn on drums.
Daily Staff Writer
Dave Kushner, formerly of Wasted Youth and
Electric Love Dogs, also plays guitar.
For a debut album, Velvet Revolver’s
There are nunienius guitar solos on "Con"Contraband" isn’t bad. If anything, the al- traband," which is a wool iiinter
to the fact
bum proves that the band’s members, most that a few of the songs sound
a bit similar.
of which are former members of other bands
of
the
chemises
to
All
the songs have good
such as Guns N’Roses and Wasted Youth, tnelothes. So even if the listener doesn’t nec mesh well with one another.
essarily like one particular sr mg, he can always
count on enjoying the middle section.
Starting with the first song on the album,
"Sucker Train Blues," it is obvious the listenStone Temple Pilots’ S..« Weiland, the er will be in firr an intensity -fueled ride. The
band’s lead singer, takes charge of pretty song starts out fast with a lint. instrumental,

Members of
defunct bands
combine well

REVIEW

Chaestaaryaist, also known as
the Arab Film Festival, will
take place Oct. 5 through 8 at
Camera 12 Cinemas in San
Jose. For more information, call
(415) 564-11(X).

No other band got to play its set, as the
police broke up the show shortly after 8
p.m.
Disappointed fans can catch the headliner Story Told, as well as :toNavigate, Mark B
and Deadly Night Shade on Sept. 17 at The
Grange Hall in Danville, CA.
Barefoot Coffee Roasters will continue to
host live bands on Fridays and Saturdays, an
employee said.
Newborn said the idea behind the ant.fee house is to serve quality organic -certified coffee drinks in a "relaxed, friendly
and anti -cool" American -European atm.-
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which makes one anticipate when the singing will finally come in. Lyrics such as "Don’t
look at me now" and later "all id the animals
are dead / the rats have crawled through his
house and out through their head" give the
listener an idea about how Weiland is feeling.
Most of Velvet Revolver’s songs maintain
high energy throughout and are tilled with
loud, steady guitars. The music almost pumps
one up to go confront and yell at someone
else, which is good sometimes, but can also
cause a headache after a while.
The band’s music is best described as hard
rock and A little bit metal sounding.
Even if this is not one’s usual taste in music, it is still possible to enjoy the lyrics of the
songs and feel somewhat like a therapist for
Weiland, just listening to him vent and seethe
and scream with anger, frustration or worry
in his songs.
The tracks that were most enjoyable included "Fall to Pieces," "You Got No Right"
and the final song of the album, "Loving the
Alien."
These songs were Mine like ballads than
fast, hard-core rock -out guitar songs, giving
Weiland’s voice inure of the spotlight. The
songs seemed more contemplative than an grit.
In "Fall to Pieces." Weiland sings of how
lonely he feels while a guitar plays broken
chords in the background. Some of the lyrics
in the chorus are a little cheesy, such as when
Weiland sings "I keep a journal of memories
/ Ent feeling lonely," but the hand still sounds
good.
In "You Got No Right," Weiland is regretful and sings about how his life used to
be with lyrics such AS "She won’t be coining
back too soon / it never wins to lie / she said
)niu have no rights" and "Will you be loving
me forever?"
"Loving the Alien" is perfect as the final
song to the album. It is slower than most af
the songs on the CD and kind of sounds like
it should be playing while the credits run for
some romantic drama fr,un, the late ’80s.
Overall, "Contraliantr wasn’t a bad listen. If ’inc is feeling pissed off at someone or
something and wants to vent frustration, Velvet Revolver is just the thing.

By Leah Nakasaki
Daily Staff Writer
"Decadence," Head Automatica’s first album as a
group, plummets to rock bottom with Daryl Palumbo
as lead vocalist. Palumbo, who is known for his rage-fueled lyrics in the band Glassjaw, loosened up and decidg party," according to a
ed this time he wanted to "f
press release.

REVIEW
Head Automatica can best be described as a rock/pop
band with a tinge of dance -punk thrown in. A mixture
of electronica beats and disco-like guitar riffs are heard
throughout the album.
Teamed up with Larry Gorman from Glassjaw on
drums and legendary disc jockey Dan "The Automator" Nakamura from Handsome Boy Modeling School
and Gorillaz, Palumbo hoped to create something
magical.
The remaining band members Jim Greer (keyboards), Josh Holden (bass), Craig Bonich (guitars)
and Brandon Arnovick (guitars) seem to jam louder than normal in a band playing this genre of music, perhaps to compensate for Palumbo’s lack of vocal talent.
Palumbo’s incessant whining and tweaking of his
voice are unbearable in track one. "At The Speed Of
A Yellow Bullet." Track four, "Please Please Please
(Young Hollywood)" is annoyingly tedious, mostly
because he used the word "please’ seven times in a
Palumbo’s voice can be equated to the vocals of bands
such as New Found Glory or Simple Plan where the lead
vocalists insist on wailing out lyrics instead of pleasantly
crooning theni.
Track 10. titled "Head Automatica Soundsystem,"
shows how egotistical Pa/unibo is by sending listeners
some kind of subliminal message to like this band with
the title, or maybe he just isn’t creative enough to think
of something clever.
This song, unlike the other songs on the album,
features a ’rap" solo done by Palumbo. Glassjaw junkies may say this was an ingenious move on his part. Although this song is quite comical with that added feature, it is not ingenious. Palumbo’s rapping is about as
great as his singing.
The last track, ’I Shot William H. Macy." sounds
similar to all of the other songs except for the end
where what seems to be a voice mail message is
heard. The message is hard to understand and the
question as to why it was placed there is mind -boggling.
I am sure there is a great amount of pressure for
bands to end albums on a lasting note that others will
remember, but whoever thought of that creative snippet
needs to work on it.
The only song that was tolerable on the album
was track three, "Beating Heart Baby." This song
is a sentimental love song, unlike most of the other
tracks on the album. ’You want nothing to do with
me / I don’t know what to do with you / ’Cause you
don’t know what you do to me," are not complicated
lyrics for one to understand, yet they include feelings a lot of individuals can relate to. The lyrics do
have a certain staying power, due to the catchiness
of the tune.
Head Automatica kept its head slightly above
water with the help of Dan Nakamura and the rest
of the band members. Although Palumbo’s intent
was to make music that people could dance to, listeners will barely tap their feet. And as far as William H. Macy is concerned, leave him alone. I like
him.
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CITATIONS I ’So many students park all the way on 14th and 16th and walk all the way here ...
gone three weeks now and I haven’t
gotten caught,’" Renelle said, adding
that sometimes the amount of citations a person gets can end up costing
them more than a permit would.
Citation fees can vary depending on how serious the parking violation is.
"The standard puking citation
no permit,
improperly displayed
permit
is $31. Red zone is $46,
no parking zone or (parking) out of
space or anything like that, taking
two spaces, all of those are $31," Ren elle said.
Renelle added that it is $76 for an
altered permit and $151 for a forged
permit. He said the fee for forging a
permit will probably change to $500.
"We’re going to try and raise that
one," Renelle said. "They’re committing theft. It’s theft of services and, you
know, it’s $192 for the permit. You’ve
got to make the penalty worse than the
(purchase of the permit)."
Garcia, the chemistry senior, said
he is OK with the price of citations.
He just has a problem with certain
parking regulations regarding days of
the week.
"I think the price is reasonable,
but I don’t think Saturday is a reasonable day to get a parking ticket." said
Garcia, whose ticket for parking in a
certain zone on the wrong day of the
week cost him $50.
Renelle said that citations could
be contested. Parking services offers a
form for students to fill out where they
can explain why they feel the citation
should be dismissed. The tbrni, which
Renelle said can be found online or in
person at the parking services office
on the first floor of the Seventh Street
parking garage, must be tilled out for
review within 21 days of receiving the
citation.
Sheem, the junior computer engineer, said that he has never contested
a ticket.
"I was really thinking about it on
tine, but when I walked by and gave
(the area that he received the citation) another look. I didn’t think it was
worth the effort."
Sometimes the effort is well worth
it, such as when Stidha Kalipatnapli,
A senior electrical engineering major,
receiVed a citatn in while parked in a
garage on her war to purchase a new
permit.
"I got a ticket "the in (Tenth
Street) gar age bet AllSe I Was .ins, day
late ,iii getting lieW permits," KAlipAtnapti said. "But I Made a request
with them and they waived the fees
for Tile.’
Cherie Cheng. a senior nutrition
major, said that she Was also able to
waive her citation from when she
parked in A garage on the first i is ,J1

continuedfrom page 1
in a red zone, Renelle said. Citations
for altering a permit or forging a permit are not as common.
"It’s not daily," said Renelle, referring to those who are cited for forging
or altering permits, "but between those
two categories there’s probably a couple hundred of them issued a year."
Navigating the different parking
and permit areas around campus can
be a complex puzzle for some students.
Every now and then one can mess up
and receive a parking citation.
"I got one, but it wasn’t on campus.
It was ’SUN.’ parking," said senior
chemistry major John Garcia, referring to a restricted permit parking area
near campus.
"The sign says no parking on Sundays and holidays. I thought it was
Sunday but it was Saturday," said Garcia, explaining that he had confused
the days of the week.
Edward Sheem, a junior majoring
in computer engineering, admitted
that the parking tickets he received in
the past were due to his own errors.
"Up on north side there’s a couple
zones where you can park for three
hours," Sheem said. "But then in between is a 30-minute zone. I guess I
wasn’t looking at the sign."
Sheen said that he has received a
few tickets besides the one for parking in the 30-minute zone and realizes
that they all had to do with complete
negligence on his part.
’1 WAS just being retarded," said
Sheen, who now has a parking permit. "I don’t have issues with that anymore."
Other times, students may park
somewhere knowing there are certain
resin, non, to where they are parked.
41adainsetty, a junior
c,imputer engineering major, said that
sometimes he would park his Car on
the street tor just 10 minutes, or would
run ,nit ot meter money, and when he
returned he would see a ticket on his
windshield.
"I’ve gotten six tickets," (;adainsilty said. "I’ve paid for them all. My
mistake. But it time nins out, you can’t
walls do anything. I have to stay here
,it
( iadanisettv understands that evers,,ne Is trying n, find parking, but he
said that it is really a pain.
-So mans. students park all the way
it 14th and 1 hth streets) and walk all
the was here because they can’t find
parking," I ladamserty said, Ile now
Like the bus to stk.’.
Thr high price of lietinits can
also he a factor in choosing to brave
the streets and risk violating parking
Cherie (.’heng, a sent, t nutrition
if
thinks that parking is war tot)
eriiensive
"Mr l,,,ytiterid isn’t getting a psi
it’s too expensive). Ile
1,
at the end ut the street."
get .t fair number I It people
king it. You know:Hey I’ve

summer session without a permit.
"I didn’t have the parking permit,
but it was the first day of the summer
session," said Cheng, who was going to
buy her permit that day.
"I think they are understandable
since they waived my ticket. They
were understanding to (my) situation,
Cheng said. "But I don’t know about
everyone else’s. If they don’t get a permit, I don’t think they should complain about it."
Jay Perera, a junior mechanical
engineering major who has received
about six tickets, said that he was
aware of the option to contest a ticket, but was too lazy to actually contest it.
He said most of his tickets were
justifiable except one he received while
parked in what he thought was the visitor’s area in the Tenth Street garage.
"I accidentally parked on the side
facing it (the visitor parking) instead
of the right place. They gave me a ticket, 31 bucks," Perera said.
When asked what he thought
about the parking enforcement on
campus, he said that they should use
their best judgment and give a little
leeway.
Renelle said although many citations are given out each year, only a
small number of students actually dispute their citations.
"I think it’s around 15 percent of
the people (that) contest them," Renelk said. "Maybe 20."
Of those who contest, Renelle said
that about half of them claim they forgot their permit.
If someone habitually receives citations, however, Renelle said they are
not quick to dismiss it.
"We give people, maybe two warnings. And then after that it’s kind ot
like, ’OK, well we all can forget a permit once, or here and there," said Rim’
elle, who added that if someone is forgetting a permit five and six times A
semester, it’s a different story.
"It iosts us money to take the time
to review them," Renelle said.
If students don’t like the results
they get ’in ampus when they contest
a ticket, Renelle said they could go to .1
second or third level it review.
"That’s a. Nally a very small perentage that even goes to the second
level, whit hi is, they go to an off Cain Mis hearing ,Itti, et." Renelle said. "At-ter that, tin’s an take it to traffic uourt.
it the third level And the it’s almost
nonexistent be, Aust. parking citations
in ivy are
Thev’re ii. ,t.onsidered
traffic or anything like that."
Renelle said that the goal ot the
.anipus entiircement program is to
get people hi just comply with the
rule, and regulations. "If we generated no revenue from it, that w,uild

gOUR
PARKING
8Amr5Pm
PERMI I’S REQUIRED
AUG 20 TO DEC 20
JAN 20 TO MAY 31

Tomorni Tsuda / Daily Staff
Multiple parking signs are posted around campus, such as this one displayed on San Fernando Street.
be

htle."

If students are wondering where
all ot the citation money goes, Renelle
contirins that tees are strictly for transportation -related funds,
"We .1,,nt give our people toasters because they wrote 50 tickets that
day.- Renelle said. "We have no quotas
nu wilting a number of tickets," said
Renelle, though there are performance
standards.
lie iid $5 of every ticket paid
goes to the ,ounty for an old courthouse and jail, bond payment. The
rest goes into a trust fund called
"Fines and Forfeiture." which pays
for alternative means of transportation for employees and students, a
eco passpd.tion of student flash
es and part of the Highway 17 Express or the Diwiitown Area Shuttle.
The fund also mitigates off-campus

parking in outlying communities and
funds the actual citation issuance program itself Renelle said.
"It doesn’t go to pay for anything to
do with striping garages (and) building garages," Renelle said. "It literally
goes to pay for the program itself and
then alternative transportation. That’s
the only things we can use that money for."
Renelle said that the parking permits this year, which Ale different from
previous semesters, are helping parking enforcement crack down on parking violators.
"We can instantly tell if this is a real
permit," Renelle said. "We can tell it’
it’s been reported lost or stolen when
we scan them or it’ there is any other
information, like they have It) outstanding citations and we’re looking
for them."

This information is more easily
available now because parking permits have to be affixed to the left lower
corner of a vehicle’s windshield, which
Villarica said makes the permit’s bar
code easier to scan. In the past. when
students had the option to hang their
permit from the window, Villarica said
the bar codes were more difficult to
scan and the permits would sometimes
fall down.
The permits, which are bigger than
last semester, now have security foil
with a holographic image in them to
ensure that they are not duplicated.
Renelle said. The security foil also
helps parking enforcement officers
more -easily identify if the permit is
valid from a distance.
"Now the person can literally see
from five feet away what permit it is,"
Villarica said, noting that the permits
are also color-coded like DMV tags
that identify which year and semester
the permit is for.
However the citation is obtained, if
someone chooses not to pay their fees,
more serious consequences may follow.
Renelle said that after about 90 days,
if a person doesn’t pay their fees, they
notify the Department of Motor Vehicles, who puts a hold on that person’s
registration until all citation and late
fees are paid.
"At that point, they’re required to
pay all parking citations, regardless of
what city or jurisdiction they’re from:
said Renelle, adding that involving the
DMV was a recent ,hange in their
procedures.
Students :an also be sent to
Mins or have their car towed or bo.ited (putting a steal arm around a tire so
one can’t drive off, immobilizing the
vehicle).
"If you have five or more outstanding tickets. we will either hmit root e at
or wen It its’ it. We general)’. Ilist
them." Renelle said. "Booting N. ,Itle
one’s vehi. le would ins" lye immobilizing a vehicle by putting a steel Atilt
around the tire of the ear."
Renelle said it was a p,,ssibility that
in sir niontlis student,’ files c’ old even
be put on hold, rendering then, unable
to register tor ,lasses until the, take
are of their citation fees.
"Buy a parking permit, pail: legally.
take the Odra ,are to n cake sAii.
are between the lines And vo it per
mit is .i, malls being displayed.- VII lama said

Don’t stress over parking when you can take alternative
transportation. It’s one less thing to worry about!
New commute options are available this fall:
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Cal, Stanford defeats SJSU in Berkeley
By Kevin Yuen
Daily Staff Writer

Getting shut out twice this weekend, San Jose
State University’s soccer team fell to both Stanford
and Cal Berkeley, the Cal Legacy Classic co-champions.
The Spartans lost 2-0 to the Bears on Sunday afternoon at Edwards Stadium in Berkeley.
Cal drew first blood in the 38th minute of the
game with a goal by Pieter Berger from the left side
of the field.
"I think both teams played very well," said Bears
head coach Kevin Grimes. "I think it was a great
game, and we just so happened to be on the positive side of it.
In the 68th minute the Bears struck again, this
time with a goal from Carl Acosta off of a cross on
the right side from Nick Hatzke.
"It was a rough (game)," said goalkeeper Daniel Benton, who had nine saves, "but I think we still
played well. This is one of the top teams in the nation and we held them to two goals, so that’s not
too bad."
Although outshooting the Spartans 24-3, the
Bears did not necessarily control the tempo of the
game, Grimes said.
"(The scores) were two good goals," Grimes said.
"Soccer’s a funny game. There’s times where you
have easy chances and you miss them, and sometimes there’s difficult chances and you make them. I
think those were two difficult chances and the guys
hit two good shots."
Midfielder Frank Mata had many touches during the game, however the Bears’ defense effectively
cut off the growing opportunities for the Spartans,

he said.
"It’s just our team was too spread out," Mata said.
"There’s too much space between the forwards and the
inidfielders. It made it harder for us to attack on goal."
The Spartans took fourth place in the Cal Legacy
Classic after losing both games in the tournament.
"We played our hearts out," forward Gonzales
said. "Unfortunately, we couldn’t get the result we
wanted. But these are two good teams we’ve played
against. We just have to take that (experience) when
we play in conference and beat the teams we have
to beat."
SJSU’s record fell to 1-3 after losing to Cal.
"We played an outstanding team," head coach
St. Clair said. "This may be the best team we play
all year."
St. Clair added that the challenges this weekend
would instill confidence in the team.
"That being said," he said. "We need to get our
strikers moving off the ball better, we need to get
some support from midfield up and attacking and
those are things we will really be focusing on this
week in training."

Stanford 1 SJSU 0
The Cardinal beat the Spartans 1-0 on Friday
night at Maloney Field at Stanford.
The first half was quiet, with both teams each
creating four shots on goal but never capitalizing.
"I thought it was a little scrappy," Cardinal head
coach Bret Simon said. "Both teams fought hard, but
they didn’t play at the level either team can play at."
Stanford broke the silence in the 80th minute of
the game with a goal crossed by Bronson McDonald in from the right side to Darren Fernandez who

found Galen Thompson.
"Stanford was a game that could’ve gone either
way," St. Clair said. "If you look at the statistics,
we had opportunities and players played extremely
well."
St. Clair said he was pleased with the Spartans’
performance, even though they came away defeated.
"The difference in that game was simply that
they got the goal and we didn’t," he said. "If we
played them 10 times, it would probably be five for
one, and five for the other."
The Cardinal’s record rose to 2-0-1 after their
victory.
"We gave it our all," forward Johnny Gonzales
said. "Unfortunately, we had one mistake, gave up one
goal. We just couldn’t put it in the back of the net.
Coach loved the energy and the effort we gave."
It was a very physical match with 39 fouls and
two yellow cards in all.
Forward Tim McKinney said, even though the
team played well in both games over the weekend,
the team needs to be hungrier.
"You have to respect (Cal) because they had a
good game," McKinney said. "They’re a good team,
moving the ball around. This wasn’t our week this
week, I guess, because both games we were clearly
in it. The Stanford game we were in it, this game we
were in it. That’s the way the ball bounces."
The Spartans will next face county rivals Santa
Clara University at 730 p.m. on Thursday at Santa Clara.
"We’re going to remember how it feels to lose,
and I doubt we ever want to go back to that feeling,"
McKinney said. "So everyone’s got their head(s)
down now, but it’s cool because we’re getting hungry again."
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Volleyball wins two in tourney
corded her fourth double-double this
season with 16 kills and 18 digs.

Daily Staff Report
The San Jose State University volleyball team won two -out -of-three
matches at the "Four Points Titan
Classic" hosted by Cal State Fullerton
this weekend.
The Spartans (5-1) were swept in
three straight games, 30-22, 30-18,
30-20, by the host Titans, ending their
four-match unbeaten streak to start off
the 2004 season.
Spartan freshman Jennifer Senftleben led the hitters with 14 kills and hit
just .258 for the match.
Sophomore Jessie Shull added 10
digs for SJSU, while fellow sophomore
Kristina Conrad had 33 assists.
SJSU followed up the loss with a
straight -set victory over Providence
University, 30-18, 30-18, 30-10.
SJSU hit .374 and had eight blocks
in the match while senior Brooke Herald served six aces in the win.
Senftleben added 18 kills and hit
.552 for the match and sophomore
Sarah Christensen racked up 12 kills.
In their first match of the weekend,
it took the Spartans five games to get
by Idaho State University, 28-30, 3024, 29-31, 30-18, 17-15 on Friday afternoon.
Dana Rudd led all hitters with a
.367 hitting percentage, adding 15
kills on 30 attempts and four errors.
Rudd led the team with five block
assists, while senior Carrie Nash re-

Cross Cottony
Both the men’s and women’s cross
country teams competed at the Fresno State invitational or. Saturday, with
the women’s team finishing in fourth
and the men’s placing seventh.
Ashleigh Nebeker was the top
Spartan finisher for the women for the
second straight meet.
Nebeker was 13th overall in the
field of 109 runners with a time of
18:26,
Nebeker, Tiffany Hall, Erica Sahli and Valerie Weilert all set personal
bests on the 8,000-meter Woodward
Park course.
Weilert, who recorded a time of
18:51, lowered her best mark on the
course by two minutes, SJSU head
coach Augie Argabrigh said.
The men’s team finished seventh
out of seven teams at the Fresno Invitational, posting a team score of 190
points at the Woodward Park course.
Spartan Ryan Rogers, running in
his first meet of the season, was the
top SJSU finisher with a time of 26:
29. He placed 27th overall in the 77 man field.
The teams return to action Saturday, Sept. 25 at the Stanford Invitational at the Stanford University
campus.

Rattay, Niners fail on two-point conversion Falcons win 21-19
Associated Pres.i
SAN FRANCISCO Revenge was far
from Jim Mora’s mind after he led his Atlanta
Falcons past his former employers.
Instead, the coach felt only pride both in
his new defense and in the players he left behind in San Francisco.
Aaron Beasley returned a goal -line interception 85 yards in the fourth quarter, and Rod
Coleman batted down Tim Rattay’s pass on a
2 -point conversion attempt with 40 seconds
left in the Falcons’ 21-19 victory over the 49ers
on Sunday.
Warrick Dunn rushed for two touchdowns
and Michael Vick was 13 -of-22 for 163 yards
in an uninspiring debut under Mora, the longtime San Francisco defensive coordinator who
took over the Falcons last January.

But most of Vick’s struggles were caused by
San Francisco’s defense, which matched nearly
every big play made by Atlanta’s revitalized D.
The defensive duel left Mora happy, but
conflicted.
"It may sound crazy, but I was extremely
proud of our defense, and I was also proud
of their defense," Mora said. "Those are some
guys that I coached for a long time."
Though Mora still has plenty of work to do,
his defense showed marked improvement from
last season’s 32nd -ranked squad, keeping San
Francisco out of the end zone until the final
minutes. Beasley and Coleman made the biggest plays, but Mora gave credit to every defender for Atlanta’s first win in San Francisco
since 1991.
"This is a new era in Falcon football," Beasley said. "We can’t live by what happened last

year. That’s gone. This is Coach Mora’s team,
and it’s going to be a whole lot different."
After struggling through mistakes and injuries to two quarterbacks, the 49ers came within
a short pass of forcing overtime.
Rattay, Jeff Garcia’s longtime backup who
was handed the starting job by the club’s offseason salary purge, left his fourth career start
in the second quarter with a shoulder injury
and an aching head after Coleman pounded
him on a second-quarter sack.
But Rattay returned to lead two fourthquarter touchdown drives. He finished 18 -of31 for 175 yards.
"I was pretty hazy," Rattay said. "1 don’t
know if I got a concussion or not.... I didn’t
play very well, but it’s all about winning or losing, not how you played."
Cedrick Wilson caught Rattay’s first scor-

ing pass with 6:14 left.
Rattay then hit Eric Johnson with A Iti-yard
TD pass, capping a gritty 62 -yard drive but
Coleman blocked Rattay’s low pass to Brandon
Lloyd on the conversion attempt.
Neither team was particularly impressive in
its opener, making obvious mistakes and executing poorly, particularly on offense.
It started early: San Francisco’s Keith Lewis blocked Chris Mohr’s punt on Atlanta’s first
possession, but Kevan Barlow fumbled on the
49ers’ first play.
Pro Bowl tight end Alge Crumpler and
Dunn scored early touchdowns, but the Falcons mostly struggled in their first game running the West Coast -flavored offense of coordinator Greg Knapp, who left the 49ers with
Mora.
Vick spent much of the day running from

All -Pro linebacker Julian Peterson, who forced
two thmbles and sacked Vick twice.
"We did a good job MI Michael, but we
need to get better in all areas," San Francisco
coach Dennis Erickson said. "I liked the was’
the team fought back."
Ken Dorsey replaced Rattay in the se, oini
quarter and guided the 49ers to two field goals,
cutting Atlanta’s lead to 14-6. jai I ilbrich intercepted Vick’s tipped pass midway through
the third quarter tii set Ur the second kick.
After Dorsey hurt his shoulder late in the
third period, Rattay returned And dowe San
Francisco to the Atlanta 3 with 9 1,2 minutes left.
But Beasley stepped in fri int of Curtis Conway in the end zone and rambled all the wasc. dodging several
back to the San Francis,
tackles along the way.

WO In114,

vino

I Win one of these great prizes at home football games I-I Ore.
! WNW
61.100 MOH
11-11110.

SunTrips
Apple iPod

Vacation Package

Hummer H3

Spdarten Football
VS

The "Read-2-Lead" Classic*
September 18, 2004
KICKOFF at 2 p.m.
*- Special half time appearance
by the Morgan State Marching Band.
Student tickets available at Associated Students and Student Union
Must have ticket for entry

Apple 15" iBook
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SPORTS
Bears complete sweep of Spartans at St. Mary’s Classic
By Stacey Ruesch
Daily Senior Staff Writer

Two minutes of play cost San Jose State
University the entire game against Cal Berkeley Sunday afternoon when Cal scored three of
their goals in the 17th and 18th minutes of the
first half
The Spartans lost to Cal 5-1 in the final game of the St. Mary’s Tournament at St.
Mary’s Stadium.
The Spartans got five shots off and one goal
in the first half. The goal was scored by SJSU
forward Shannon I.eslie in the 31st minute.
The Spartan defense was able to keep the
Bears from scoring until the series of three goals
in two minutes.
The first Cal goal Was scored when SJSU
goalkeeper Erin Lavey came filler line to challenge Cal forward Liz Eisenberg for the hall and
Eisenberg hooted the ball up and around I.avey
and into the left corner of the net.
Nadia Al-Lami, a Cal midfielder, assisted on
the goal.
Immediately after, an unassisted goal was
scored by Cal forward Dania Cabello.
The third goal of the half came 20 seconds
later, when Eisenberg received a pass from Cal
midfielder Lindsay Clute, dribbled through the
Spartan defense and shot the ball into the net.
Cal head coach Kevin Boyd attributed the
three goals in the first half to good luck.
"The three goal, in A row were fortunate tin
us, obviiiusly," Boyd said, "but San Jose State will
be on the winning end of that sometime. We’ve
all had that happen tolls."
SJS1 head coac h Dave Siracusa said, in the
rcco minute% where Cal sciired three times, the
spartans weren’t attic king the hall and the hack
line wasn’t dropping hack to defend either.
"Three time% we weren’t pressuring the hall,
and we just stiii id there and they put the hall
through," Sirm usa said.
Spartan midfielder kirsten Tanaka said the
Spartans. MIMI, ,Iliped in the tirst halt when
the Bens s,ored their three gr ials in a tins,.

"Those two minutes of our lapse of our mental game totally hurt us. It’s hard to recover from
a 3-0 deficit," Tanaka said.
Tanaka said the game would have been totally different if it wasn’t for the three goals.
"We would have been in (the game)," she
said.
Siracusa said the three goals in the first half
was hard on the team.
"When they scored three times, that pretty
much doomed us," Siracusa said. "That’s a big
deficit to come back from."
Siracusa said he felt the team played a pretty
even game, aside from the two minutes in the
first half when Cal scored three times.
"We played the ball well, we had good ideas,
we had them pinned a couple of times," Siracusa
said. "We did a lot of things that were good."
Boyd said he knew the Spartans were going
to come out and play hard in the game.
"les always a battle when we play other Bay
Area teams,’ Boyd said. "I thought they played
well. It was a tough weekend for them playing
St. Mars’s and us. I was expecting their hard
work. That’s it trait their coach brings to the
team.
The goal the Spartans scored in the first half
after Cal scored three goals in a row impressed
Boyd as well.
"San Jose State came back and got (a goal),
which shows something about their character,"
Boyd said.
Spartan defender Andrea liana said she was
fitistrated by the game, but thought the team
played fairly well overall.
"Wall punished us for our mistakes," Hartz
said
I Iota said the Spartan defense’s positioning
was offi and that allowed Cal to score.
"We needed to stay.on the goal side of our

marks," Hartz said. "We had our marks, we were
just not standing in the right spot."
Tanaka said the Spartans confidence was
boosted by their dominance in the air, winning
the head balls.
"Definitely winning the air game totally
helped," Tanalu said. "It proved to us we could

be in the game that much more. If we can be
consistent and do that every game, we will do
well in the conference games."
Tanaka said the key to winning games is for
the team to maintain its concentration.
"Today we were really focused and it showed
...We came out in the first ten minutes and we
were down their throat."
Siracusa said he thinks the Spartans will he
outmatched in some games athletically, such as
the game Sunday against Cal. The way he plans
on making up for it is with organization and di,
cipline.
"We did that today," Siracusa said. "The fact
that we were down (by three goals) and we continued to be organized gives me hope."
Spartan goalkeeper 1.avey said she thought
the team’s biggest problem is consistency.
"We had moments of greatness," I.avey said.
"Other times, we had a brain lapse."

St. Mary’s 4 SJSU 0
The Spartans kept the score at 0-0 the first
half of the game against Saint Mary’s, hut allowed four goals in the second. The final score
was 4-0 Friday afternoon at Saint Mary’s Stadium.
SJSU head coach Dave Siracusa thought the
Spartans played a strong first half
"We didn’t get much attack, hut we were vets
organized," he said.
St. Mary’s head coach Paul Sapsford said the

Spartan freshman midfielder Jackie Zabek battles for the ball during the SJSU’s 5-1 loss
Sunday to Cal at the St. Mary’s Soccer Classic.

Spartans made the first half very difficult for the
Gaels.
"(SJSU) defended in numbers and remained
very compact," he said. "We found it very difficult to break them down."
Siracusa said organization was one thing the
team trained on all week and it paid off
"In the first half, we thwarted a lot of their at-

the Spartans. method of playing during halftime
and had his rem, 1,1.1% a,..irilingly.
"lie put then is
,, it wide And they plaved
long balls," At. .11... said. whi,11 she said caused a
breakdown it the Sitartan defense.
Siracusa said Saint Nine’s also pulled the
game wider, silts ii pulled the Spartans apart

into the hirward line and mark long riltiSCS
ACT, the field, switching the play from one side
to the other.
"The tactic we employed in the second halt
really paid dividends," Sapstiird said.
Siracusa said the Spartans were slow to adjust, which hindered their play.

"That lett i is i.olateclind they dribbled at us
and got by," Sim.

"We didn’t slide over as a unit, we slid over
player by player. and that left gaps: he said
The Spartans are scheduled to take the field
next tgainst the lIniversitv . it the Pa, it), at mum
on Sunday At the Stagg Mimi. nilSt.idium in

tacks," Siracusa said.
In the second half, the Gaels broke down the
Spartans’ defense and scored tour times in thir-

IIoci, iiotei

ty-two minutes.

Sapstiird ,ontirined the Spartans thoughts,
saving the game opened up tor the Gad, during

Senior forward Vanessa Monso said she
thought St. Mary’s coach Sapshird tigtired out

the second halt.
Sapstiird -Aid he had his midtielders move

I/111\ 5tatt

Sties keel.

408-924-3277
FAX: 408-924-3282
Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu
PHN:

CLASSIFIEDS
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor
is there any guarantee implied
The classified columns of the
Spartan Gaily consist of paid
advertising and offerings are
not approved or verified by the
newspaper

WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
PROGRAM COUNSELOR I
Local valet company needs
Counselors for after-school
enthusiastic & energetic indioutreach programs Facilitate
viduals to work at nearby malis
Curriculum based activities
Bilingual a plus 10 155owk 5104r private events & country clubs
FT/PT available We will work
Visit www giriscoutsofscc org
around your busy school
for into Send CilVe, letter & ;es
Marisa C.dre Cie Scouts ot Santa schedule Must have clean
DMV Lotted fun & earn good
Clara County 1310 S Bascom
money Call 408-867-7275
Ave San Jose. CA 95128 Of FAX
14081 287-8025 or mcidre49
P/T STUDENT WORK
gelscoutsofsec mg. AA/EOE
$1450 to START
No Exp / Will Train
DEUVERY DRIVERS
TEACHERS AIDE: Jr 8 Sr
Suds All Majors
Party rental business
High Math Santa Clara Private
Great Resume Exp
Perfect for Students,
School M -F 9-3 SIO 00/hr
FT/PT
Earn
$250
every
weekend,
Fax res to 14081 247-0996
START IMMEDIATELY
Must have reliable truck Or
Call 408-436-9336
F000 SERVICE/ESPRESSO OAR/ van Heavy lifting is required
FunStudentWork corn
408-292-7876
HOST, PT positions available in
busy family style restaurant in
TEACHERS. SUBS I
S vale All shifts available Flex TEACHERSANSTRUCTORS
RECREATION
LEADERS
Pa
instructors.
Elem schools
Ms $10 50/hr to start Call
Enjoy working with kids?
Degree/Crecl NOT required
Wendy.ir1408i 733-9331
Join the team at Small World
Oppty tor teaching elm Need car
Schools, get great experience
FAMILY DEVELOP. PARTNER VAS 408 287.4170.40A E0E,AAF
WORKING WITH CHILDREN
lie Friends Outside F/T, Belong,
AGES 5-12 years in our before
RECREATION JOBS AT THE
BA SW or related Contact
and
GATOS-SARATOGA
LOS
after school red programs
Can .rv foinscccs4covad net
REC DEPT. Positions Open
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
offers
Now
For
Leaders
Afterschool
competitive pay. health
EARN $1S-S28/14OUR
benefits for 30. hrs excelElem Sch Age Child Care
Communications Firm
lent training & a fun work
Looking for Motivated People Recreation/Enrichment
Programs Pa, M -F 2-6 15pm
environment We can often offer
Set your own hours
flex his around your school
For more info 1-877-791-7305 Pay Range $7 83-$11 32/hour
starting depending on exp No
schedule This is a great lob
ECE units reel Call Kathy 408- for both men and women Call
RECREATION/DAY CARE
408-283-9200 eat 10 or fax
354-8700X245
Santa Clara Private School
resume to 408-283-9201
M F 3pm-6pm SIO 00/hr Fax
Small
GENERAL
HELP:
resume to 408 247 0996
Mattress Store close to SJSU
TEACHER: KictsPark hourly
FT/PT/Flextime Will Train
childcare centers Flex hrs,
FITNESSA.ANGUA0E/DANCE/
days. eve. wknds ECE units
SPORTS INSTUCTORS NEEDED Informal atmosphere JEANS OA
For adult 8 children classes
Computer skills a plus Steady Reqd Fun recreation program
!retried openings PT Flex
Work Steady Pay Ed 984-4020
Team environment Cntrs by
firs $20-25/hr plus bonus’
Oakridge iS Valley Fair Malls
Need car Fax res to 408-971- TEACHERS: School age childBenefits available Call 213care center in San Ramon FT/
4761 or call 408-971-4760 to
0970. FAX 260-7366. email
PT M -F Must meet licensing
make appointment
leshe4 kidspark corn
requirements Fax resume Attn
Janette 925-8377432
EXP. TUTORS NEEDED? Strong
LOS GATOS SWIMS RACQUET
writing. Spanish 6 science
CLUB is currently accepting
skills AP Honors 6 SATs M-F. ARTS II CRAFTS BUSINESS applications for the following
3-9 pm. paying S1200/mo cash We make slue We NEED help positions Front Desk 8
You NEED money This could
Childcare Assistants Flex
Ms Scotti 408-255-5247
work, Give us a call Close to
Schedules Facility Usage.
THE BODY SHOPuu at Home School FT/PT Sue 286-9609
Great Work Environment PT.
is looking for Independent
AM/PM shifts For more info or
Consultants who want to make WAITRESSES I DANCERS:
apply visit our web site 4
No cop nec Will train Must be to
a great income Call Today,
Igsrc
corn call 14081356-2136
21
Great
PT
Flex
hrs
$S
Jamie Ellis. Independent
Of fax resumes lo 14081358-2593
Call 408 292 3445 after 2 PM
Consultant 805-720-2675 or
divalourivcomcast net

EMPLOYMENT

THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY
We are currently hiring for
P/T positions We offer a great
working environment with day
& evening shifts for responsible
Hi energetic people Apply in
person 2 30-4 00 Mon -Fri We
are lifrated in Sari Pedro Square
BASYSITTER/CHILDCARE:
Energetic & kind person needed
for 2 great children ages 8 &
2 5 Flex hrs days or eves
$10 00/hr Must have own
transportation to and from Los
Gatos Please apply in person
at our office 1404 So 7th St
San Jose C.,,rmr of 7th A Alma
-- Certain advertisements ui
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
information
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that when making
these further contacts they
should require complete info, motion before sending money
for goods or services In addition readers should carefully
investigate all lams offering
employment listings cs coupons for discount vacations
or merchandise
09/13/04

WANTED: PART-TIME NANNY
In Willow Glen FOR CHILD
DEVELOPMENT STUDENTS
Looking for a PT nanny for 2
boys ages 4 6 6 Prater MAN/F
12 30pm to 6 30pm but flexible
Job responsibilities include
picking up boys from school,
driving to activities. assisting
w/homework, reading. light
housekeeping A kits of playtime
Required Qualifications include
non-smoker. current CDL
w/clean record. CPR/First Aid
certification. cup in caring for
children reliable w/excellent
references love of kids & playing outdoors Mid -September
start date Competitive pay
Contact Sharon/0/639-0808 or
Sharon wible4sheahomes corn

NON-PROFIT ORG. seeks
Acchng Clerk Accting/Finance
Major P/T 20 hrs/wk $10/hr
Must be eligible for workstudy
1 Opening Fax Res to 14081
423-6430 Ann Maggie

ROOMS for RENT. Convenient
location We are taking applicahons for rooms available on
So 13th St near Alum Rock
Ave This is close to San Jose
State University near the heart
of San Jose You’ll be within
EGG DONORS NEEDED!
walking distance to enjoying
Healthy females ages 18 31 many ut the downtown shops
Donate to infertile couples
and restaurants All rooms
some of the many eggs your have private entrances Each
body disposes monthly
room offers a private full bath
COMPENSATION 115.000
individual air conditioning and a
Cat %products, Solutions now small refrigerator No Kitchen
818-832 1494
Monthly parking passes may
tie available at an additional
cost Street parking available
INSTRUCTIONAL LIFEGUARDS
Coin operated laundry NO
Part or Full time in San Jose
$575.
Flex hours/days. Mon -Sat
S450 GROUP FUNDRAISER pets Excellent value
mo All oh! paid No Deposit
Call Peter. Jacob Or Crystal ,4
SCHEDULING BONUS
Required Building run by pro408-295-0228 Email resume
!ifl,e
4 hours of your ,spir(
fessional managers Reserve
to jobsiwesba org or Fax 408PLUS our free yes free,
275-9858 or US mail to 730
fundraising solutions EQUALS your room today Call 1408i
254-4500 Or email mortgages
Empey Way San Jose 95128
earnings
51000-52000 in
MePPWPAYfe iiinr First 5 qualified
Must have current lifeguard
for your group Call TODAY
aps will receive a free 3 -month
first aid & CPR certifications
when
bonus
you
for $450
parking
pads 8 a free copy ot
schedule your non sales fundTHEATER, MANNERS I HIP
their credit report
CampusFundrarser
raiser
with
HOP INSTRUCTORS or rumours
Contact CampusFundraiser
Theater & Manners training
18881 923-3238 or visit
provided 1-7 hours per week
www campusfundraiser cam
Must have car $25 OCP class
Must have experience workSTUDENT HEALTH CENTER
ing with children, CALL/FAX
Student Educators in Me Health
7. Wellness Pt 01110i0f1 Dept are
CaroI4108 778 6231 Or email
looking for volunteers to help
Carolrorno4theaterfun corn
280,1BA
SJSU:
BLKS
TO
2
Spotless New Carpets Puking educate the SJSU community
!FALL EXPANSION!
Laundry $1000,wito 559-1356 about health ,ssues For more into
Must NI 10 positions
stop by Me Health Bldg Am 209
immediately No phone work",
or call Che or Alyssa 924-6204
DOWNTOWN VICTORIAN
Great money/paid weekly
4 BD 21/2 BA Laundry Facility
No Exp Nec Training provided Op/max $2500/mo & 5500 dee
Call now for an interview
SERVICES/
Near 280 Call 408 272-1320
1-408-377-0777
INSTRUCTION
FREE/ FIRST MONTH RENT!!
GROOIAER’S ASSTMENNEL 2 bdrm/2 full bath apts startPROFESSIONAL EDITING
help needed for small exclusive ing 4 $995/mo WILL WORK
Fr
or paper or dissertation
shop & kennel P/T Toes Sat WITH YOU ON DEPOSIT 2
Efficient Exact
Experienced
Must be reliable honest able blks from SJSU WateriTrash
to do physical work Prefer exp paid Prking avail W’D on site Fermi., ailS APA P. Chicago Styles
Grace/’/i831
a
specialty
ESL
is
working a/ dogs, but will train Cats OK Great for roommates,
1108 ir Evagrace4aol corn
Great oppty for dog lover Can Well managed student building o252
wyvvy
gracenotesediting
corn
0109
408-377
Fax resume to
408-378-1409
or Call 371-9115
Canoeist Cable/Internet
OUTSIDE SALES $500 to $800
comm.ssie,i per week Professional
Sales Training Provided
Cali 4089809260

CAMPUS CLUBS

VOLUNTEERS

RENTAL NOUSING

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

Obehtminku./AamoriAnscAu.401-924-3277

Pnnt your ad here. Line i$ 30 WSW including letters, numbers,

punctuation 8 spaces behviDen words.

000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000
Ad Riles: 3-lind minimum
Five
Four
One
Two
Three
Day
Days Days
Days
Days
1111
Si
$7
$511
Its
KOS increases $2 tor *am satillsono ars po tta
Astis increents 92 tor lad, Miami any
20 eenSeiSufhtfillairLthrt% 10% 08
40 centleeselVe isms. reostse10%ca
SO consecutive Issuer meek* II% oll
Lewd MN CB* ka Suss On Owl" SPONIssra
sal SAW skstIons, maR fraills
Forst Me 0111111101 no milm charge up to 25 Ws*
Arldsonal words may beset et bold type at pm
ad chats, of $3 per word

Online: www.thespartandaily.com

DOWNTOWN APT 1 BD IBA
Close to LightRail680/101
Laundry facility carport 3 per
max $900,mo Si $500 ciep
Call 408 272 1302

Please check
one classification:

WWI

harm
Ow& Ow
etallse

Sand &sok or away alder
aNdEbda

Lost usl Fatincr
Arrounterrorit
Canons Clubs
(No Credit Cards aocepood) .OwNWimps
_ Ewes
tAtioseass
For sr.

Sentrile.:5110!1CA 11=2
ClasMINI easel * Isms* in WO Sem* rim Row SOS
Desalt Meant ase seelideye Oslo otalselen.
O M OD FRS Milt Ne mho* an sonmilad els.
Rifle
senassaire piSessisa *Ns anly
Me MOM
SJSU STUDENT RATE 25% OFF ReNzillc le
do*
Ads
1
**ion in
Lost Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community.

eimmie,

ea

EiNiromcs
_ winos
__Eireurnsi
--

Rams mesons
Sneed magma
Rase Estate
Servers
HialtrAksten
SPOrtalinna
_Mtwara
Eresnoment
Iran*
Tulang
Word Processing

zinu,RE0

FREE BOOK on Past Limos,
Dreams & Soul Travel from
ECKANKAR Call toll -free
recording 1-877-411-1800 or
smo ,erm eckankar org/FreeBook
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
noludes cosmetic. 569 00 per wear
Save 30’. -60‘. For :nto call
1-800-655-3225 or
www studentdental COT or
www goldenwestdental corn

OPPORTUNITIES

Get Paid For Your Opinions!

LOST & FOUND ADS ARE
OFFERED FREE AS A
SERVICE TO THE CAMPUS
COMMUNITY
SPARTAN DAILY DEfft PM 209

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
I
6
10
14
15

ACROSS

Mandate
Boast
Nun s apparel
Rare gas
Minstrel s
instriiMent
Part at AD
Stop to Popeye
By and by
Ignore socially
Corn maker
Overview (2 wds
Unknown spy
Treaty members
Journal

16
17
18
19
20
21
23
25
26
27 Singapore s
language
29 As long as
32 Kind of laugh
33 Computer term
36 Lira successor
37 Card genie
38 DNA component
39 Hive dweller
40 Flies alone
41 Explorer
Sebastian -42 Drops by
43 Westworld- name
44 Saunter
47 Awe-inspiring
51 Explicit ihyph
54 Sorority letters
55 Feed trie kitty
56 Mystique
57 Mr Musburger
58 Hold back
59 Pushed the
doorbell
60 Anouk 61 Rocks ’cushion’
62 Hires a lawyer
63 Too big a hurry

DOWN
)oiz.pu’s

’’hi -key player

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
ARM
C
t,
ARAOAT
V.E E
PANAMA
EAR
A
B A
G. .A
R.E.L
EGO
A.C.E
TAN
BAN
A
PIE
EBRA
A
PAD
OE
$. . . A
O.A. T
ti.PLEA I
U.S.D. A
AHA 1
T1/41
01 04

7 MU tPMorti.11,10Srna,cal.

3 Foolish plus
4 Hatt of a
comedy duo
5 Rubble -maker
6 The - Witch
Project
7 Ladder pan
8 On the summit
9 Stowigaltablity
to Hugely
11 Boredoni
12 Get used to
13 Clover leaves
21 Entreat
22 Potters need
24 ’LlIalume poet
27 FYI notes
28 Beggar s cry
29 Piece to surf
30 Tint
31 Anger
32 Kind of market
33 Civil War

35 Bumped .ntri
37 Racecar
features i2 Ards
38 Indoor court
40 Ice rnelter
41 Young grizzly
42 Rabbits
43 - 1 up
44 Pang
45 Scouts rider
46 Rockier and
Moreno
47 Disadvantages
18 Things
49 Impressionist
painter
50 Name
inn cosmetics
52 Maui ,00kout
53 Artaxerxes
composer
57 Derisive snort

combatant

3-1 Mrs Lennon
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you have priorities.
let them guide you as you build your career.
define what’s important to you and see
what’s important to others.
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